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Mohan's Electric Machines and Drives is part of a three-book series designed for the power

sequence electives on Electrical Engineering. The book focuses on power topics including

advances in hybrid-electric cars and alternative energy systems, coupled with severe environmental

problems associated with hydrocarbon-based fuels. The text builds off Mohan's successful

MNPERE titles and adopts a systems approach.
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Excellent book (made even better by an excellent professor). One of the few that have ended up on

my desk at work. It isn't the in-depth-everything-you'll-ever-need-to-know type book, but is small and

light enough to make an excellent quick reference when you need it.I was initially surprised by how

small this book actually is, but once we started going through it in class I discovered there is actually

quite a bit of material covered in it. The chapters are fairly well written, my only beef was in trying to

find some of the formulas. There are so many equations on some of the pages they all start to blend

together sometimes. The questions at the end of the chapter were well done and force you to think

through the material.Note that my opinion of the book may be skewed by how much I enjoyed taking

the class, more specifically because of an awesome instructor.

This isn't a bad book. This book however does lack enough definition to allow students to build a



good intuition in solving electric drives problems. When I used this book for a class, I found myself

looking for additional clarification online. also, this book does not contain a disk with the files that

Mohan recommends you have to start the labs related to the chapters. A detailed chapter

summary/review, an appendix list of key equations, and an included content disk would be great

additions to the next revision of this book considering the cost you pay for it.

Like many looking at this book, I bought it because I did not want to spend the absurd amount of

money that is charged for the standard edition. The reason I gave this book 5 stars is because it is

IDENTICAL TO THE US EDITION. In all ways, this is the same. The text, the problems and the

examples are the same. Don't waste your money on the 60-100$ version, just buy this one.

Hate this book. Very poorly written.Problems are confusing and often refer to different example.

Don't understand why professors use this book as text book

good

Ned Mohan's books are decent books. They are short and to the point. There isn't a lot of

derivations in the books for equations. He just tells you what you need to know. Most of the

homework problems are somewhat intuitive and simple. Sometimes there are questions that don't

make any sense but that is like all college books.

It's a college book.....Nothing much to say.

DON'T YOU DARE BUY THIS BOOK!!Save yourself the money and just find the full pdf online.

You're welcome.
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